
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE BONGAIGAON

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 215 of 2011)

State of Assam

Vs.

Sri Bosnath Singh
Smti Uma Devi
Sri Raju Singh
Sri Amit Singh .....Accused persons

' PRESENT .. Sri Bino d Kr. Chetri
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES,APPE,4tr,.]ED :

For the State
For the accused

Date of Argument
Date of Judgment

Sri R. Barmon, public prosecutor
Sri Ponkaj Baidya, Advocate

28.03.2019.
30.03.2019.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

The prosecution case as unfurled in the FIR is that the
sister of the informant Smt. Bhabanti Devi was mamied to accused Bosnath

singh. since after marriage the accused often used to torture her physicaily
and mentally. on 06-04-11 on receiving information over phone about the
illness of his sister, he came to Bongaigaon on og-04-2olL. Lhter he
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came to know that the accused persons had killed his sister Bhabanti Devi
by poisoning her on 05-05-20L1.

2. On receipt of the FIR, the OlC, Bongaigaon p.S.
registered a case being Bongaigaon p.s. case No. 1,67/20Lr u/s
120(8)/302/20L Ipc and endorsed s.I Bijit Dadhara to initiate
investigation of the case. Accordingry, the Investigating officer visited the
place of occumence, recorded the statement of the witnesses, collected the
postmortem report, anested the accused Bosnath singh, uma Devi and
Amit Singh. on being transferred he handed over the case diary. s.I
Paramananda Borah finding the investigation complete, submitted charge
sheet against accused Bosnath singh, Uma Devi, Raju Singh and Amit
Singh U/S 120(B)/ZO2/2}L rpc.

3. On appearance of the accused Boshnath Singh, Uma
Devi, Raju singh and Amit Singh the learned Addl. chief Judiciar
Magistrate, Bongaigaon vide order dated 2g.or.2oL5 committed the case to
the court of sessions, Bongaigaon, after observing the required
formalities, being the offence U/S120(B)/g02/20j. Ipc exclusivery triable
by the Court of Sessions.

4' After committal, accused Boshnath Singh, uma Devi,
Raju singh and Amit singh appeared before this court. Accordingly, after
going through the police report furnished under section 173 cr.p.c and
hearing both sides, having found a prima facie case, charge was framed
against the accused persons u/s 302 Ipc. The accused persons pleaded
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innocence when charge was read over and explained to them and claimed
to be tried.

5. POINT FOR DETERMIN TION:

i. whether the accused persons Bosnarh singh, (Jma Devi,
Raju singh and Amit singh on 0s.04.2011 atvilrage salbari,
pipe rine under Bongaigaon p.s committed murder

intentionally or knowingly causing the death of the sister of
the informant?

6' In this case to bring home the charge against the
accused persons, prosecution side examined as many as 12 (nvelve)

witnesses. In statement recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C accused persons denied all
the allegations levelled against them and they declined to adduce evidence.
Heard argument of both sides and also gone medculously through the
evidence of the witnesses on record.

7.

PROSECUTON EV IDENCE

In order to appreciate the argument advanced on
behalf of both sides it is considered to outline a sketch of the evidence on
record.

B. pw 1 (Dr. Bhupen Baishya) deposed that on o4.4.zoLL
at about 3.45 P.M he conducted postmortem examination (Ext L) on the
dead body of Babanti Devi and found the body in early stage of
decomposed and opined that the death is due to traumatic rupture of
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stomach followed by shock and haemorrhage which is ante mortem in

nature and the rupture found in the stomach of the deceased is not because

of ulcer or any such type of disease.

During cross PW-1 deposed that the rupture received

by the deceased may be possible by falling on hard substance or in case of

accident.

9. PW 2 (Sri Bhakta Poddar) in his evidence stated that

one day on hearing about Police coming the house of accused he went

there and heard that one woman was murdered. He further deposed that he

does not know who killed the deceased and the deceased was the family

member of the accused. police took his signature.

10. PW 3 (Nepal Ch. Paul) deposed that he is neighbour of
the accused and there used to be frequent quamel in the house of the

accused, that on 5.4.20LL at 9.00 A.M after coming from school of his

daughter, he came to know that Bhabanti Devi was taken to hospital and

after that he came to court and over phone from one of his friend came to

know that Bhabanti Devi died in the hospital.

11. PW 4 (Ram Narayan Sarma) deposed that accused

Bosnath had love affairs with the accused uma Devi and regarding this

matter there was quarrel between them. On the day of the incident accused

Bosnath Singh along with other accused persons assaulted the deceased as

a result of which she died. He along with the public went to the ps and

informed about the incident at the Police Station. He deposed that Bosnathh Contd.....
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singh along with all the accused persons fled away but police caught hold

of accused Amit Kumar Singh and he confessed that accused Bosnath

singh along with his mother killed the deceased and his brother Raju

assisted them. He deposed that Amit Singh also confessed that he brought

poison from Paglasthan and administered the poison to Bhabanti Devi and

assaulted her as result of which she died. He deposed that later on the

other accused persons were arrested from Basugaon.

12. PW 5 (Chandra Chakraborty), deposed that she knows

the informant as well as the accused persons and about five years ago the

incident took place and on the day of the incident quanel took place and in
the moming accused Bosnath Singh took his wife to hospital and later on

she heard that she died. she deposed that she does not know how the

deceased died and later on she heard from people that accused Bosnath

Singh maintained illicit relation with accused Uma Devi and accused Uma

Devi is staying at his house.

L3. PW 6 (Archana Das) deposed that about 6 years ago

she heard hulla in the house of Bosnath Singh and in the morning she heard

that his wife died but she does not know how the deceased died. she

deposed that she heard that there was love affairs between accused Bosnath

Singh and Uma Devi.

14- Pw z (Nirmari Barman) deposed that about s years

ago she heard hulla in the house of Bosnath Singh. He took his wife in an

auto and later on she heard that he assaulted the deceased as a result of
which she died.
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PW I (Chandra Kishore prasad) deposed that the

deceased got married with Bosnath Singh about 1,6 / 17 years ago and after

10 / L5 years of the marriage he and the other accused persons meted

harassment to the deceased and he maintained ilticit relation ship with the

accused Uma Devi and for the illicit relationship, husband of accused Uma

Devi committed suicide. He deposed that on 6.4.20LL Bosnath singh

informed him over phone that his sister was ill and on g.4.2olr he came to
Assam and came to know that Bosnath Singh and all other accused persons

assaulted his sister and caused injuries on her stomach and in the pretext of
giving medicine administered her poison. He did not find the dead body of
his sister in the house. He lodged the ejahar (Ext 2) on r2.4.20L1.

15.

16.

L7.

PW 9 (Prakash Baraiti) deposed that the deceased

worked in his'canteen at LowerAssam Hospital and Bosnath Singh did not

maintain his wife well and he tried to reconcile them through Bihari

society and asked him to pay maintenance to his wife. Later on, the

brother of the deceased over phone informed him about the death of the

deceased and asked him to enquire about the incident. He deposed that he

enquried about the incident and called the brother of the deceased who

came and lodged the ejahar

PW10 (Bijit Dadhara), the Investigating Officer
deposed that on L2.4.20L1, one chandra Kishor prasad 1odged an ejahar

(l (Ext 2) alleging that Bosnath Singh being the husband, Raju Singh, UmaV

W, ,q 
Devi and Amit Singh after mamiage meted physical and mental torture and

Y(i'l 
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phone informed that his married sister was ill. He deposed that he on

-4-2lllcame to Bongaigaon and learned that on S. .2[lLBosnath Singh
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and the other accused persons administered her poison and killed her. He

deposed that he visited the place of occurrence, recorded the statement of

the witnesses. Regarding the death of the deceased, on the basis of uD
case no.1-412011 dated 4.4.2011, ASI Durgeswar Talukdar did inquest and

post mortem examination was done over the dead body and in the

meantime Bosnath singh, accused uma Devi and Amit singh came to

Police station and after interrogation arrested them and on being

transferred handed over the Case Diary.

18. PWll(Paramananda Borah), another Investigating

officer deposed that on s.11.2011 on being entrusted to complete the

investigation he had gone through the case diary and finding that the

investigation was closed submitted charge sheet (Ext 3) against Bosnath

singh, accused Smti Uma Devi, Raju Singh and Amit singh u/s
120(By302t20r tPC.

19. PW12 (ASI Durgeswar Talukdar) deposed that on

4.4.201r as per order of o.c, Bongaigaon he visited Bongaigaon civil
Hospital with constable UBC 152 Babul Rava to perform inquest on the

dead body and on being identified the dead body by the husband of the

deceased he did inquest on the dead body and sent the dead body for
postrnortem examination.

20.

argument:

ARGUMENT

Defence in his argument has raised the following
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(i) FIR is silent as to what for the deceased was

subjected to torture :

(ii) Delay in lodging the FIR;

(iii) FIR is also silent of administering poison to the

deceased and her husband illicit rerationship with accused no.2 ;

(iv) Post mortem report don,t mention of poison and

the opinion was death due to traumatic rupture of stomach and as per pw
l(doctor) the rupture may be possible by falling down on hard substance or
in case of accident. There was no other external injury on the person of ttre
deceased.

(v) Sketch map not prepared ;

(vi) Two grown up children of the deceased and the

accused Bosnath Singh are not made witness ;

(vii) Contradictions;

(viii) Death of the deceased was due to accidental

falling and UD case no. I4l2OLLwas register.

21.. Defence has also pointed that FIR (Ext 2) was not

written by the informant or any layman but by an advocate's clerk in the

court complex and he would not have missed the vital points, if had been

told by the informant, in the FIR.

D
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22. On completion of prosecution evidence the statement

of the accused persons were recorded u/s 313 cr.p.c. The denied the

allegation and declined to adduce evidence. The plea of the accused is that

on the day of incident there was world cup final cricket match and they

were watching match inside the house and at that time accused Bosnath

singh heard his wife crylng and went to see her. He saw her wife was

crying on the stairs for falling down on the stairs for not having any side

rallying. He enquired his wife and she told him that she had been in up

stairs to spread the clothes and while coming down she slipped and rolling

down. she sustained pain in her abdomen. The time was around 2 p.M

and he took her to doctor S.Kumar at Salbagan. Doctor gave some

medicine but the pain did not subside and on the next day morning at 5,o
clock he took his wife to Bongaigaon civil Hospital but she died on

reaching hospital. Police was informed and post moftem of his wife was

down and thereafter he cremated her. On that day itself he informed his

brother-in-law chandra Kishore prasad (pw B) and on the next day pw B

aruived from Bihar.

23. The FIR was lodged by Sri Chandeswar prasad (pW

8), the brother of the deceased, on L2.4.2011 with the allegation *rat his

Bhabanti Devi (since deceased) was married to the accused Bosnath Singh

and at interval she was subjected to physical and mental cruelty and inspite

of that his sister continued the marital life, but on s.4.2oLL the accused

persons administered poison upon his sister and killed her. He got the

information over phone on 6.4.2011 and reached Bongaigaon on 9.4.201L

and thereafter on t2.4.Z0Lt he lodged the FIR.
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The death of the sister of the informant took place on

5.4.20Lr and he got the information on 6.4.2011-. He reached Bongaigaon

on 9.4.2011- and on 12.4.2011 he lodged the FIR. There is no explanation

of delay in lodging the FIR except that the accused persons administered

poison on his sister causing her death, there is no other allegation in the

FIR. As pointed out by the defence, there is no mention as to why his
sister was subjected to physical and mental cruelty. The delay and the

contents of the FIR is fatal in this case and the same would be discussed

later on this judgment.

25. The informant as PW B deposed before the Court that

his sister was married with the accused Bosnath Singh for about last L5 /
1-6 years and after 10 / 1s years of the marriage, he and other accused

persons meted harassment to his sister and her husband maintained illicit
relationship with accused no.2 Uma Devi, who is wife of the elder brother

of accused Bosnath singh. He arso deposed that the husband of uma Devi
committed suicide for her illicit relationship with accused Bosnath Singh.

He further deposed that the accused persons assaulted his sister and caused

injuries on her stomach and in the pretext of giving medicine administered

her poison. In his cross he stated that after the marriage he never visited

the house of the accused. He never met late Guru charan singh, the

husband of accused Uma Devi and never had a talk with him.

26' Pw I reached Bongaigaon on g.4.2oLr and after

enquiry he lodged the FIR (Ext 2) after 3 days. He stated that he enquired

about the matter and then lodged the FIR alleging that his sister was

administered poison and killed by the accused persons. pw g had
V
/,?

A
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sufficient time before lodging the FIR. In his FIR (Ext 2), he has not
mentioned about any illicit relationship of accused Bosnath singh with
accused uma Devi and that the accused persons assaulted his sister on the
stomach and on the pretext of giving medicine gave her poison. Even
before the Investigating officer (pw 10) he has not stated during
investigation that the accused Bosnath Singh and Uma Devi had illicit
relationship ; that for this illicit relationship the husband of Uma Devi
committed suicide ; that the accused persons assaulted his sister causing
injuries on her stomach and on the pretext of giving medicine gave her
poison. These contradictions has been proved by the Investigating officer

;@--jS$1 ew 10) and it .goes to the root of the case, and shakes the very foundation

'i-( gffi \e\ or the Prosecution case'

(irnucr6
v 7-\

ftL*tW 27' pw B in his FIR (Ext 2) has srated that the accused

frM/perSonsadministeredpoisononhersisterandkilledheron5.4.2oLL,To
the contrary the post monem report don't speak of any injury on the person
of the deceased and the cause of her death is said to be due to traumatic
rupture of stomach followed by shock and haemomhage which is ante
mortem in nature' Pw 1 (doctor) had conducted the post mortem and
exhibited his report and further deposed that the rupture found in the
stomach of the deceased is not because of ulcer or any such type of
deceased' In cross examination he stated that the rupture may be possible

/l 
on falling on hard substance or in case of accident. The evidence of pW L

(;| and Ext 1 disproved the allegation of PW 8 of death of his sisrer due to
IXp .A, poisoning.Wzu\''t/o-" .-.r{re

Cafrt*r.:Xt The contradictions, as mentioned above, delay in

qffi
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lodging the FIR and the medicar evidence makes the evidence of pw B not
believable.

29. The deceased had two grown up children at the time of
her death. As per pw I the son was aged 13 /L|years and daugh ter LO / 12
years while he adduced evidence on 0L.Ll_.2017. Being so, the son was
aged about 7 I B years and daugh ter 4 I 6 years on the date of incident and
they were matured enough to narrate the fact to the Police as to the death of
their mother. They were the best witnesses and withholding their evidence
draws presumption against the prosecution in terms of section 114 of the
Evidence Act that if the witnesses wourd have been produced, the same

would have been unfavourable to the prosecution. Defence counsel has

questioned upon the veracity of the evidence of pw 4, who never visited
the house of the accused, then how he could depose about the love affairs
of accused uma Devi with her brother-in-law accused Bosnath singh ; that
the accused persons assaulted the deceased as a result of which she died ;
that he went to the Police Station alongwith the public and informed about
the incident ; that the accused Amit Kr singh confessed that his mother
and accused Bosnath Singh killed the deceased and his brother accused
Raju assisted them and that Amit singh confessed of brining poison from
Paglasthan and administering the same to Bhabanti Devi and assaulted her
as a result of which she died.

30. pW 4 has gone beyond the evidence of pW g
(informant) as PW B has not deposed of any such confession by Amit Kr
singh and that the deceased died due to the assault of the accused persons.

Pw 4 in his cross stated that he never visited the house of the accused
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persons, then how he came to know about the illicit relationship benveen

Bosnath Singh and Uma Devi. He stated that pw B had come to his house

and informed him that his sister Bhabanti was murdered. He had not gone

to the house of accused persons to verify the contention of the accused

person that Bhabanti Devi fell down from the up stairs for not having

rallying on the stairs. The contradiction in his evidence is that he did not

state before the Investigating officer (pw 10) that he went to the police

station after the incident ; that the accused fled away ; that accused Amit
singh confessed the guilt ; that the accused Amit singh brought poison

from Paglasthan and the same was administered to deceased. This

contradiction has been proved by PW 10 and this is a major contradiction

which touches prosecution case deep on its root.

31. The evidence of PW 4 is not at all believable in view

of above and that the Investigating Officer has not mentioned in the Case

diary or his evidence as to any such confession by the accused Amit I(r
singh. Had such confession been made by the accused Amit singh, the

Investigating officer would have proceeded to prove the fact of
procurement of the poison from paglasthan or would have recorded the

confession of the accused or produced the accused before the Court to
record his confessional statement. This allegation of poisoning has been

disproved by the evidence of pw 1 and post mortem report, as already

been discussed above.

32. Pw g has not deposed before the Investigating officer
that the accused Bosnath Singh did not maintain his wife well and he hied

to reconcile them through Bihari society and asked him to pay maintenance
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to his wife. Not only the contradiction in the evidence of pw 9 but no
other PW has said anything about this fact. As told by pw 9 himself and
by PW 8, the deceased prior to her death was working in the canteen of
Lower Assam Hospital for last 2 I 3 years. so she was having her own
source of income and for the shake of maintenance she would not have

called any such'samaj' for getting maintenance from her husband.

33. The defence plea finds support from the prosecution

evidence itself that an UD case no. 4L/20lL dated 4.LL.2OLi.was registered

on the basis of the information of the Dr chandita Bora of Bongaigaon

civil Hospital who informed in writing that Bhabanti Devi, wife of
Bosnath Singh brought dead to the hospital and that post mortem has to be

done. Ext 4(2) is her information dated 4.4.20LL to the police. The inquest

was done prior to the post mortem. pw 12 was the Investigating officer of
the uD case. on being instructed by the o.c, pw-L2 went to Bongaigaon

civil Hospital alongwith constable Bokul Rava on 4.4.20L1, and he

conducted the inquest of the dead body of Bhabanti Devi. Ext 4 is the
record of Bongaigaon Police Station case no. l4l2OI1, and in connection

with this uD case the post mortem was done. He recorded the statement of
accused Bosnath singh and one Ram Birttr singh. Bosnath singh told him
that on 2.4-2OLL Bhabanti Devi had been up-stair and at that time she fell
down on the stairs and sustained injuries. on the night of 2.4.20L1 at about
1lP.M there was pain in her stomach and brought her to the hospital in the

morning and she died. The witness Ram Birth Singh also told pw 12 that
while celebrating world cup Bhabanti Devi fell down from the building and

sustained injuries on hard substance. The version of the defence isW,*
Contd....
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corroborated by the evidence of pw 12 and further corroborated by the

evidence of PW 1 (doctor) that Bhabanti Devi died due to rupture in her

stomach.

In the backdrop of the discussions made above and the
reasoning thereof, it is held that prosecution has miserably failed to prove
the charge U/S 302 IPC against the accused persons for committing murder

of Bhabanti Devi. Hence the charge u/s 302 Ipc against the accused

persons fails and the accused persons are acquitted of the said charge and

set them at liberty forthwith. Their bail bonds shall remain in force till next
six months.

34.

35. Given under my hand and the seal of this couft on the
30'h day of March, 2019.

0

W
( Binod Kr Chetri)
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1- Dr Bhupen Baishya.
PW2-Bhaktapoddar.
PW 3 - Nepal Ch paul.
PW 4 - Ram Narayan Sarma.
PW 5- Chandra Chakraborry.
PW 6-Archana Das.
PW 7- Nirmali Barman.
PW 8- Chandra Kishore prasad.
PW I -Prakash Baishya.
PW 10 -Inspector, Bijni Dadhara.
PW LL- Inspector,,paramanda Borah.
PW 12 -ASI, Durgeswar Thlukdar.

Defence Witness:
Nil.

Ext-l- Post mortem examination report.
Ext-2 - FIR.
Ext3-Chargesheet.

Nil.

Defence Exhibit:
Nil

Sessions Judge,
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